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1) 

THE WILL OF MAl-l' 

l 
In the popular philosophy of today , namely Ua.t-

eralistic Evolution , attempts have been made to explain 

everything as the result of the forces of 11ma tter and 

motionn . In rejecting all that the sages of old have 

offered towards the explanation of phenomena , there are 

certain problems which are stumbling blocks to this 

form of philosophy . }Jany and various theories have been 

offered but none has been found that will satisfy . Re 

alizing their inability to explain these problems , one 

of their number has summed them up and termed them seven 

riddles for which science has no answer , and which will 

always remain insoluble . 

It is true that if their presumption is a fact , 

namely that nothing exists except matter and motion , 

these seven problems will always remain riddles . But 

when the existence of a world that transcends the range 

of materialism is so evident , it makes the supposition 

rediculous . For these seven riddles{l) , after a little 

consideration are nothing more than seven plain facts 

(1) The riddles are : 1 , the nature of matter and porce; 

2 , the origin of motion;3 , the origin of' life;4 , the ap

parently designed order of nature ; 5 , the origin of sen

sation and consciousness;6,the origin of rational tnought; 

7 , free will . 



(2) 
and are in their simplicity, id tnin the reacn 01· every · 

thinking man . 

Of tnese seven World-iiddles, we are concerned wit~ 

that which has been proclaimed the greates t 01' tnem all , 

the free will . And in order to proceed logically we 

will first con.sider the meaning 01' t.ne word freedom . 

l n its broadest sence, to be free means to be ex

empt from somemhing . This something may be eitner a per

fection or an imperfection and. therefore, freedom nay 

be either a perfection or an imperfection. To exemplify 

this statement , suppose you are before a caged lion in 

a zoo. The restriction of the animals freedom is a per

fecti on to you but an imperfection to the lion. If he 

were out conditions would be reversed. 

But when applied to the activity of an agent , free

dom denotes the immun1~y of tnis agent from some re

straining influence . T~is freedom is of three kinds, 

first , the freedom from external coaction; secondly , 

freedom from necessity ;and thirdly, freedom from oblig

ation . These three kinds of freedom are known also un

der the following heads,respectively as: (1) freedo~ of 

Spontaneous Action, (2) freedom of Choice , (3) freedom 

of Independence. 

In the first case , freedom of Spontaneous Action, 

is understood the freedom of movement from opposing phy

sical agencies . lf the previously mentioned lion wasJal

lowed to roam through the jungles, he would be enjoying 



this type of freedom but in a cage he is largely de~ 

prived of it . 

l3) 

Freedom of Independence is the immunity of an 

agent from the moral obligations imposed by a lawful 

authority. This type of freedom is found, in the stiict

est sence , only in God . In a wider sence however , vie all 

enjoy it to a certain extent . Actions that are neither 

commanded nor forbidden by human or di:u:ine law are free 

in this sence . 

Next comes freedom of Choice and with this kind is 

the real subject of our discussion . Freedom of choice 

is freedom in the strictest sence of the term . lt im

plies the absence of that necessity which governs the 

actions of all material beings . Of course , since free

dom of choice involves the immunity of an agent from 

all necessity or determination , the 'free will has be

come a veritable enigma to materialistic phiolsophy , 
. a. 

which recognizes only that reKm Of nature known as mat- "' 

ter , and but one mode of action, that of matter . To ad

mit that the will is free would imply the existence of 

of another relm of nature , namely the immaterial or spir

itual, but that is repugnant to their doctrine and the 

free will remains a stumbling block in the path of their 

philosophy . There is but one limitation upon the activ-

. i ty of mads will, that it can strive after only what is 

good, or at least apprehended as good . Man cannot strive 

for a thing without motives , and must of necessity strive 

after some obj e·ct that n.as the appearence of good . The 
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range of ma.Js rational striving is of course , as broad 

as his concept of good . 

ln spite of this broad range, free choice might 

be impeded by the moral forces affecting mads rational 

appetite . Some particular good might influence the :'..will 

so strongly so,.as to overpower it, but then the will 

would not be free . The act would be merely an impulsive 

volition , the result of the forces playing upon it . Such 

action destroys the conditions for actual freedom , which 

will be treated later . -

According to the defination given in Scnolastic 

philosophy , freedom of choice is"that endowment in vir

tue of which an agent , when all conditions requisite 

for the performance of an action are given , can either 

perform or abstain from it , can perform this action or 

that" . This defination is a statement of a fact that 

the conscience of every man is aware of many times a 

day . That he is master over nis oi.vn line of action ; can 

choose one course or another . 

There is but one numan 1.'acul ty for which freedom 

of choice is claimed, man~ rational appetite or will . 

when conditions are favorable the eyes must see , the 

ears must hear , but that contrmlllilng factor that can 

change the conditions so that the ears will not hear , 

or the eyes will not see , for that we claim liberty . 

The sensitive appetite , the imagination , memory , in

tellect , the passions of man , are all necessitated in 
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their action , but the will alone can cnoose between two 

motives . Only through our rational a ppetite can we per

form er abstain from an action. 

That tnere ~sin man two appetites , a rational and 

a sensitive , is demonstrated b the struggle we exper

ience at times whem we reject the promptings of our low

er animal nature and choose the moral good . Some a ctions 

are often denominated free, 1·or instance, 1 freely move 

my arm or bend my back . Eut is it tne back or arm tnat 

moves itself or t h e will choosing to move tne back or 

to bend the arm? Only the will is endowed with freeuom, 

is intrinisically denominated free . 

ln claiming this freedom it does not mean that every 

act is free . Actions of the will must be distinguished 

between deliberate and indeli berate acts; ·oetween human 

acts and acts of man . 'l'wo requisite conditions are neces~ -

sary for every free act, namely l l) a state of conscious

ness and attention , and (2) intellectual deliberation . 

Since there are different degrees of consciousness 

and attention so also there are different degrees of 

free choice . A person half asleep is only half free to 

choose between motives . One fully asleep or unconscious 

is of course not free at all . I n the same manner , one 

deeply engrossed in ~hought is not absolutely free . 

The second condition is even more important , the 

weighing of the motives intellectually apprehended . 

Every free choice must be preceded by a judgement .on 
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the comparative goodness of the objects of the choice . 

The judgement is called an objectively indifrerent judge

ment , and means the proposal of the reasons for and a

gainst a definite line of action , or really two judge

ments , one proposing motives for striving after , the 

other motives for rejecting the apprehended object . J!Nery 

finite good is at least virtually and implicitl , dual 

in character , expressing motives for and against its 

choice . As an example, let us consider the arguments 

for and against the puTchase of an automobile . The os

session of a car will enable us to enjoy mucn _pleasure 

otherwise impossible . :3ut then , "the parting with tne 

purchasing price entails tne loss of desirable posses

sions . Suppose tne car was a gift . lhere still would 

be tne unuesirable aspect of the expenses oi its up

keep . gain , if even these undesiraoili"ties 1ere elim

inated , if there were no material implications to ue

tract from its desirablity , the fact that it is not 

necessary r·or my nappiness is a sufficient reason 

against its cnoice . 

~very finite good has its undesirable qualities , a 

walk is gaod but it requires exertion ; virtue is desir

able but it involves a cnecking of our passions . t the 

same tlilme we perceive tne desirability of w11at is eitner 

pleas urable,, intellectually alluring , or morally c:;ood , rn 

also see the evils contained in it . This is wnat we mean 

when we say that every judgement rei,e r ring to a finite 
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good is obJectively indifferent, at least implici-cly 

and equivalently . ~ven the p6rception of God liiIISelf 

is objectively indifferent because of our liimperfect 

knowledge of Him, anu th~ aifficulty connected with tne 

cneckin~ of our lower nature . 

The deepest root of freedom id toucheu at tnis point 

namely , our intellectual nature Ii ,:;n its Cci.pac1 'C:/ :ror 

abstraction . All finite things are limited b~ their very 

nature . Regardless of how facinating they may be , there 

is contained someplace a defect , and with our intellect , 

capable of abstraction , we are e ually able to neglect 

these imperfections as we are to dwell upon them . 

We shall consider now , the power of choice itself , 

or as Scholasti e philosophy terms it , the active indif

ference of the will . Thi s te-rrm at first sounds abstruse 

but after a little consideration it will be found to con

tain exactly what is meant by the pow-er of choice . Indif

ference is opposed to determination , active is ppposed 

to passive . Indifference when predicatea to tne will may 

denote that disposition which we call apathy . ower of 

cno ice is compatible with the greatest of habitual likes 

or dislikes , with the greatest actual propensity towards 

as well as aversion to , a certain object of cnoice . As 

long as those entities ·which produce p.copens1 ties or 
I 

aversion ao not nullify the two conditions of freedom, 

they do not destroy the power of cnoice . Attention mast 

be brougnt to bear here , to notice that these forces may 
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influence, but not destroy free choice. 

7 e arrive then at the meaning of indifference . ln 

general,· it means that _property· in . virtue of which a 

f acult is not deterfilined to one line of action . Applied 

to the will, it is that endowment b which it is not re

stricted t o strive after a certain objeet in particular . 

lndifference defined in that way, tnou h necessary , is 

only a part of the defination of free will, and this 

part of the defination is also applicable to other fac

ulties that are not endowed with freedom . The freedom 

peculiar to t h e will is further qualified by the term 

"acti ve 11 • 'rhe will is actively indifferent vmile all 

other faculties are but passively indifferent . The var

ious sences, though indifferent in themselves are de

termined to a particular line of action by an outaide 

cause. ln order that tne eye may see there must be 

li ght, and similarly for the ear to hear tnere must be 

sound . But fr ee will determines itself. "✓hen the var

ious motives solicit our will in various directions, 

the will by its own power can determine its action 

t owards the motives intellectually apprehended . ihis 

power of determination then, to a partieular course of 

act i on, originates i n t n e will and therefore its indif

ference is called active . 

Haeckel, finding the phenemena of free ·will trouble

some to account for, avoided it altogeather by sa ing it 

was nnot an object for critica l scientific inquiry 11 and 
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designated it as "pure dogma , based on an illusion.and 

has no real existence 11 • ( 1) However . the free vrill re

mains a fact though undesirable to· certain people at ,. _ 

times and to treat it in .such a manner is a confession . 

Others have distorted the doctrine of free will 

then proceeded to disprove it . The author of the artical 

on free will in the Encyclopedia Americana resorted to 

this method . That writer not only misrepresents the pro

blem but describes the free will as "a power of willing 

without motive' . and a free volition as ·'an uncaused 

first act" . From the previous explanations it is clear 

that we maintain no such absurdity as "willing without 

motive" . In fact we insisted that free will was a choice 

between motives . And then , he represents a deliberate 

volition as an uncaused act . A deliberate act has a 

cause both efficient and final; tne efficient cause 

being the faculty endowed with freedom, and tne final 

cause, tne motive wnich the will allows to prevaiiL . 

Self- determinism does not imply that the mind caused 

itself and tnerefore must have anteceded itself . there 

is no trace of such an absurdity in the Scnolastic 

doctrine . 

Others who have used this method are Dr . Bain , who 

aescribes free will as "a power tnat comes from nothing , 

has no beginning , follows no rule , respects no time and 

occasion" . Also Professor Stout . to whom the free will 

(I : Ri~dle of the Universe , p 64 . 
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is a sort of a jack-in-the- box.(1 ) Of course sucn views 

can be disproved because they are false . l:owever it nas 

nothing to ~o \itn the real will. 

How after considering these vievrn let us formulate 

the exact question to be ans-rrered,i.e ., is man's rational 

appetency or will endowed witn the power of choice amon6 

various lines of' action , ap_prehended by our intellect as 

good? Or from another angle : has man ' s will the power 

to determine \iliich of the various motives intellectually 

proposed is to prevail and thereby actively determining 

it ' s ovm course of action? If the answer be negative 

then the will of man is not free , but if affirmative , 

then it is . Determinists deny it; tne Scholastics af

firm it , and in order to substantiate their position 

they have adduced three lines of argument , called tne 

experimental, moral, and metapnysical or teleological 

proof's . 

Before proceect.ing into the var.ious proofs for tne 

freed.om of the vrill it may be well to illustrate the 

the difference of procedure in these arguments . 

'here are three ways in vmich we are able to prove 

the existence of a tning , first by bringing the thing 

in question before you so that by our own experience 

you till perce ive it ' s existence ; secondly , by snowing 

you sometning which is an efi'ect of the thing in ques 

tion , an effect which could be caused only by this 

particular "thing . ln that way we can ar:ci ve at tne !"act 

(1) Cl • .jaher , Ps;chol~g '±16 . 
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that the thing must have existed . I'hirdly , v,e can con

clue 'the existence or' a oeing or object by observing 

'the cause, tne root or source of the object in question , 

something vmich necessarily _produces or calls for the 

the objeet . £hese methods of proof are respectively, tne 

experimental, moral , and metapnysical . Happily,we are 

able to adopi all three methods to prove tae existence 

of free will , and in doing so ne can claim not only pro 

bability for tne doctrine, but are able to assert it as 

a truta be ond aoubt . To proceed to the first proof we 

s.nall ta.Ke tne testimony of consciousness , 'the exper

i mental evidence for r'ree will . 
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Oftimes during the uay I realize by the unmistake 

able testimon of consciousness, that it is in my power 

to choose among various actions which I have motives to 

perform. To demonstrate tnis statement let us take any 

act , one to which we attach little mmpor~ance . Suppose 

I am writing a paper for my history assignmemt, and 

after 0orking at it for a period of time l think it de- 

sirable to interrupt my wor.k and enjoy a cigarette . The 

interruption will serve to freshen my mind and enable it 

to be better disposed ro'r the work after a moments rest . 

Then , on the other hand , I can see tnat the interruption 

is not necessary , at least not at this particular mo

ment , and I can easily put it off for a while longer . 

Furthermore , l realize that even though.the change may 

be desirable in one way , it may not be in anotner , r'or 

instance, I am. apt to forget the particular points I 

nave in mind at tn1s time . After considering tne dif

ferent motives I arrive a t the conclusion tnat it is 

preferable not to interrupt my nork at this moment . 

Thus we have an objectively indifferent judgement , 

a judgement which the comparative desirability of two 

courses of action is proposed , which is the principal 

condition of free cnoice . I am fully aware of ine com

parative desirability of both of the actions and pay 

explicit attention to them, which ia the other conai

tion for free choice . 

11ei ther you no r I _can fortell v.ri th certainty which 
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of the two actions I shall select I realize by the clear 

and unmistakable testimony of consciousness tnat my act

ion depends upon an uncalculable elememt, namely free 

cnaice. It is solely within my power to select either oi' 

the two courses of action and furthermore , after I have 

allowed one to prevail , 1 am conscious of the fact that 

if I had so desired , l could have chosen the other . Ex

periences such as this are common to everyone . Of course 

every action performed during the day is not performed 

in that free manner . ln fact , most of them perhaps are 

not thought about at all , but we are aware of the fact 

that some of them are performed thus freely , whenever 

the conditions for free choice are given,ie ., attention 

and consideration of the motives prompting the action . 

~here are some that maintaim that we predetermine 

our future actions and predict what line of action v;re 

are going to take in certain circumstances . Perhaps so , 

it may be often done , but this does not militate against 

free will , rather on the other hand , it is in favor of 

it . For when we predict the course of action we shall 

follow, we realize that the future is not fixed . \le know 

the action depends upon our free choice . lt is often our 

experience that at the last moment we change our minds 

and many resolutions .previously made have in that manner , 

failed . Such predictions of our future actions are not 

only compatible with freedom, but meaningless unless in 

the supposition that we are free and conscious of it at 

the , time of prediction . The fact that at times we fwel 



remorse for an action done shows us that if it was not 

our action , done by our own choice , it would not incurr 

blame upon us . lf it is not our fault , wh should we 

blame ourselves for doing it? 

Now deterrainists and particularly materialists deny 

emphayically that any of our actions are a matter of our 

choice . "/hen· they enter into the metaphysical spe cula- . 

tions as to the possibility of freedom , they a t e guilty 

of the first rincipal of posit i ve and exact s ciences , 

that very cnarge which they urge a ainst the Scholastics, 

the consideration of the 11 that 11 and let the ·1why and 

wherefore 11 alone . Of course in this particular case the 

:ithat 11 is peculiarly troublesome , the 11 why and wnereforea 

being more convenient to deal with . True to their pol 

icy of fitting facts to fit the theory , they avoid the 

problem by denying the existence of freedom • 

. The materialists do not deny the pereeption of 

freedom , but claim it to be a mere illusion . lf our in

tellect can be deceived in the perception of evident 

facts of consciousness , if it be subject to illusion, 

then how can we be certain of any human knowledge? If 

our intellect is unable to discern truth from falsenood , 

what criterion remains? If we are apt to err in the 

a cquisition of truth through consciousness , how do we 

k~ow but vrha t the oih er sources might err also ? Cer

tainly if consciousness might deceive us then it is 

equally possible that the other soucces of knowledge 

are unreliable . £his leads to anotner consideration 
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that makes the denial of the facts derived from self

consciousness all the more destructive to human know

ledge gathered from any other source . For example, hear

ing is no source of knowledge unless I am conscious of 

it; similarly,, with sight , reasoning , and many others . 

Hence we see that by the denial of freedom '\lhich con

sciousness clearly attests , we arrive at the absurdity 

of a bsolute skeptic~sm. 

In the examples given, we see tnat consciousness 

attests in every detail" what we have claimed after tne 

precise formulation of the question . Certain conditions 

for freedom have been insisted upon . After analyzing 

our mental attitude towards the motives a~prehended , we 

see that consciousness attests an internal act of the 

will by which we activel determine which of the mo

tives is to prevail . 'his is free choice . 

The late Professor James of Harvarct , in his Prmn

cipals of Psychology, says that the evidence of con

sciousness is r1 too crude" , Viewing the questi on ecien

tifically ,he argues that the evidence is in favor of 

the determ.inists oe cause free will is irreconciliable 

with " the great scientific postulate , that the uorld 

must be one unbroken fact , and that prediction of all 

things without exception must be ideally , if not act

ually , possible' . Viewea morally , ~he evidence is in 

favor of freedom., :for II it is a moral postulate . . ... . 

that what ought to be, can be , and that bad acts can-
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not be fated, but tnat good ones must be possible in 

their place n . (1) . 

And as he g oes on , ;rV✓hen scientific and moral _pos

tulates war thus with each other and objective proof is 

not to be had , the only course is voluntary choice, for 

skepticism itself, if systematic, is also voluntary 

choice .. . .•• Freedoms .first deed should be to affirm it

self" . {2 ) The refore we see that James admits freedom on 

ethical grounds but denies it on the others . Let us con

sider the charge he makes about introspection being too 

crude . 

' ie ask h im v1hy the evidence of introspection is too 

crude? It i s absolutelj the only means we have of ac

quiring knowledge of present internal facts . lf too much 

is expected from this evidence, then of course it is too 

crude, but the same is true of the evidence of all the 

rest of the sences . All we aan expect from these tvrn 

sources (internal and external experience) is no more 

and no less than the knowledge of present facts , in

ternal or external respectively . lf we expect more tnan 

this, then all experimental evidence is too crude . 

As an example let us suppose tnat 1 touch a very 

hot object . Bef ore 1 nave time to reflect I withdraw 

my hand . Or perhaps I see a baby , who touching snow 

quickly withdraws its little fingers . Am I not able to 

testify to those bare facts just as I have seen or 

felt them on the evidence of internal or external ex-
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perence? If this be denied then all experimental science 

must be rejected as being too crude . Such instances as 

mentioned above are merejzy examples of reflex motion, 

where an external stimilus has been transmitted to the 

periphy by afferent merves to the nerve center in the 

spinal column and thence reflected by the efferent 

nerves . to the muscke , which contracts . If thms know

ledge is expected from the evidence of the sences in 

the simple observation, mentioned before why then most 

assuredly it is t oo crude . In order to arrive at tnat 

knowledge an elaborate and detailed research must be 

made in the nature of the nervous system . And even in 

the research, it is the evid5mce of the sences that must 

again be relied upon . If the evidence in the first sim

ple observation was too crude, it is not less so in the 

latter observations . Hence if further resear~h is to be 

at all possible , we must beware of calling any exper

imental evidence too crude . 

In the same manner tnat I perceive , when I withdrew 

my hand,I acted without deliberation, thus also I am 

able to pereeive that in certain acts of will I act with 

deliberation . Such evidence of introspection must not 

be expected to furnish evidence that is clearlj the re

sult of further speculation. With this understanding then 

that the evidence of introspection is too crude , we em

phatically deny . Or if it be crude, it is not thereby of 

iess value . The proof of free wil l from the evidence of 

introspection, stands in spite of the efforts made to 
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belittle its value . ~special stress has been laid upon 

the experimental evidence , because in this era of pos

tive scmences , nothing appeals more to men than exper

i mental evidence.and because it is this very consider

ation of the stubborn fac t of free will , that has made 

ma:terialis~s call it the g reatest of tne world riddles ~ 
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III 

The discussion of tne two following proofs show 

that the doctrine of free will branches into the other 

departments of philosophy . ln the department of l:th.ics , 

such factors as law , justice, obligation , rignt and wron.; , 

etc . acquire different meanings as the doctrine of free 

will is acepted or rejected . To the serious , contem la

tive mind these proofs will be of especial interest . 

If man is responsible for any of his actions , if 

certain actions are worthy of merit , otners of blame , 

then the will of man must be capable of cnoosin6 one 

course of action or another . The dignity of man com

pared rrith the anmmals , lants , etc., around .him, con

sists in his moral nature and a supposition wnich cuts 

the root of this nature is absurd . But to deny freedom. 

is cutting off the root of mans moral. nature , hence this 

denial is absurd . 

"RitSnt conduct is not merely a beautiful iaeal which 

attracts me . It commands me witn an absolut e autnority . 

It obliges me uncondi tionally 11 • (1) ... egardless of my mm 

persoma.l feelings lam bound to do good and avoid wrong . 

Yet,it is a patent fact that the moral law is not at all 

times observed . But if l,he moral law obliges me at all 

times , it must be within my power to comply with its de

mands or if not , now can l disobey it ? o suppose tnat 

a law binds me in which it is an absolute impossibility 

to comply , is irrational and absurd . 

Suppose that man was not free , wnat would be the 

(1) l.ia.her , sycholog p ~99 . 
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difference between morally good and bad acts? A hero 

would deserve no merit nor a criminal blame if he did 

only what he was forced to do . There could be absolute

ly no distinction between right and wrong . \.mly freedom 

discriminates between a saint and a sinner in the moral 

world . 

That school of thinkers lmown as .moral l:3osi tivists 

have have done away with all true morality, obligation, 

rignt and wrong . According to iiobbes , tnere is no in

trinsic da:1·r erence betv,reen morally e;ood and inad deeds . 

He attributes the distinction to postive numan legis

l ation, Others of this school trace it to custom, ed

ucation or to some other difference . Some go even fur

ther, lor instance, Haeckel says,"The moral order ex

ists no more in nature than in the lives of men, no 

more in natural nistory than in the histmry of culture. 

The cruel and unceasing struggle for existence is the 

true spring of tne blind nistmry of the world" (1) 

Of course tnat is all you can expect from an Ev

olutionist and 1;aterialist • ..Niet:x che also follows the 

same line of thought . He is looked up to by some as a 

sort of demigod , and every statement of 11is regarded as 

an utterance from an infallible source. He thinks quite 

a bit of 1Ji etzche , since. he considers himself an II over 

man" to whom "the whole moral science is a courageous 

and continueQ faksehood 11 • 

(1) Fr . ,Ca threin, .:oral Phil . Yol . I p .141 

(2) Ibid. 14j 
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In order to show· the strengtn of the moral argu-

ment it is necessary to insmst more on the reality 01· 

moral noiions than on "the necessary connections between 

these.L·notionz :.and free will. Vie must then, first consider 

whether there are any actions whicn are morally good or 

bad prior to any human or di vine law . ·,1het.r1.er some ac t.i. 

ions are by their intrinsic nature good and others bad . 

Of course we do not deny that some actions are in them

selves inaifferent, and are bad only because they are 

forbidden, but there are a~hers also that are forbidden 

because they are bad, rather it is because they are bad 

that the law forbids them. And they were bad prior to 

the law, or any otner postive fac t, such as education 

and custom. 

J'ow if it is only the forbidding law that makes 

acts morally bad and the prescribing law that rrakes them 

good, tnen 1t follows that there cannot be a bad law . A 

law can only oe bad if it prescribe v,r.ua t is bad . But L,nis 

is impossible from the supposition of Horal Postivists, 

tnat no action is bad prior to an law . Furthermore , if 

a law prescribes mu~der or lying,then such actions are 

good . But the common consent of all mankind attests that 

these actions could not be ma.de morall good by any law, 

which disproves their theory . 

To ~sum up the moral argument liln a few words ; since 

there is an intrinsic difference morally good and bad 

acts , and this difference id null and void if mans will 
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be not free, then we must admit the freedom of the will . 

Jonathan Edwards proposes an axiom, attemi:ited pre

viously by Buridan, that the will always follows the 

greater seeming good . That it frequently does , we admit , 

but always,is in diametrie opposition to our experience . 

To admit this statement would be to place man in the 

same situation as Buridans ass . The unfortunate ass was 

placed equidistant from two identical stacks of nay , and 

since each was equally inviting the ass eould not decide 

nhi ch of the two to eat and t1ms starved to de~ t.n between 

tnem . Such an example may have been applied to asinine 

liberty but certainly not to that .. o!fi man . Again suppose 

after ·wandering into unr'amiliar territory you suddenly 

become desi~ious of returning uickly to your dwelling 

and come upon a road that separates into two brancnes, 

both leading into the direction you wish to go . You do 

not know which is the snortest route . Are you forced 

to stay •t the fork of the road until you a~e auvised 

which is the shortest ? If the uill is bound \7i tnout 

exception to follow the ~reater seeming good , as ad

vocated by Jonathan ~dwards , ou are . But practical ex

perience distinct1- disa ·rees with the do ctrine and as 

a result the objection does not touch the moral ar6u

ment for freedom . 

1hen there are others who claim t.nat m~n are the 

result of their environment . To a large extent this 

frequentl~ is the case , but to establisn it as an un~ 
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varying rule, is preposterous . lf that were so, tnen a 

good man could never sin , a bad one never repent. Yet 

t ~is,as we see everyday,is not unusual . So the ar~u

ment, as far as a denial of the wills freedom, falls 

to tne ground . 

The determinists have ,ha t they consider an all

powerful weapon in the argument from moral Statistics . 

Buckle , vho according to Fr . filaner ( Psych . p . £J:.:::l ) 'used 

to be tne classical autuor on this line of attact 11 , 

claims that the actions of manrrvary in obedience to 

the cnanges in the surrounding society~ rnis , or course 

is simply anotiler wa of stating tne previous object

ion. He claims tnat suicide is the"necessary conse

quence of preceeciing circumotances" . (quoted from Fr . 

1:-aher , Psych . p . ~~1 ) 

In the first place , statistics record only exter

nal actions . These actions in some inuividuals rw.y be 

the result of a long series of temptation , while ~n 

others they are a reaction of qtitic.k, though free de

termination . gain it may be but the outcome of a sud

den impulse, or mental derangement . All moral statis

tics can do is to add all such external actions to

getner indiscrimina_tely . But in discussing free will we 

are concerned mainly wi t11 internal acts o:r the will. and 

tnese actions b tneir very nature, remain unrecorded 

in 1.loral Statistics . i'he records o!' suc:r1 acts a1.e I'ollilld 

only in the testimony of our o-vm consciousness and tne 
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consent of mankind which distinguishes clearly betwee:rm 

.those acts which are dekiberate and those that are not . 

There is another elass of adversaries who deny 

what is generally conceded £ that the free will is 1h e 

necessary basis of .morality . They say tnat the moral ar

gument is therefore based u pon the false assllilllption 

that the denial of freedom cuts the root of morality . 

To quote , from the writer of tne artical on Free ~fill 

in the Encyclopedia Americana, 11 S0 far from determinism 

making moral law impossible , free will makes it impos

sible . If volition can perpetually nullify the action 

of motive , there is a fatal breach in the continuity 

of cause and ebfect; there can be no calculable se

quence of action and therefore no maral .law 11 • 

From this and other such arguments we wee that the 

writer of this artical nas rtot directed nis attact 

against the real doctrine of free will . He first dis

torts the doctrine with such phrazes as 11 nulli;gying the 

action of motive 11 , 0 causeless actsrt , 11 willing without 

motive 11 , ancl then finds it simple ·enough to confute it 

from this viewpoint . 

In concluding the moral argument , one last word 

might be said about determinism, and this shall be the 

conclusion reached by Professor -/illiam James Yfhen he 

said, "Determinism .... virtually defines the uni verse as 

a place in which what ought to be is impossible 11 , (1) 

( 1 ) Maher; Psych . p . 401 ) 
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The last proof for the freedom 01' tne will is that 

called the metaph siaal o~ teleolobical proof . It is in

deed of small use for the purpose of converting one who 

has not been convinced by the two previous argu 1ents . The 

advantage, however is in the fact tnat it shows tne 

cause of our freedom, and the natural continuity of that 

freedom, as long as reason remains within us . 

The type of argument used in this proof is a priori . 

°1/e argue from the intellectual nature of man, as exper

ience reveals him to us and claim that ~his intellect

ual nature calls for freedom in ~he exercise of his will. 

His nature would be incomplete if he had intellect (un

derstanding) and no will . Of what use would it be to a 

man to be able to grasp intellectually what id _good for 

him if he had no appetitive facul ty (1) to strive after 

this apprehended good . Therefore we may say that mans 

inte~lect postulates will. 

To formulate this argumc-nt we mignt do it in the 

follo .ring manner : .because of mans rational nature , he 

is able to form objectively indifferent judcements. Eut 

unless mans rational appetency is actively indifferent, 

these objectivel indifferent judgements are to no pur

pose . Therefore , the wmll must be free . 

The major proposition needs no proof , · it ha vine,; 

been explained nefore that man is capable of forming 

objectively indifferent judgements . But to conside~ the 

minor , suppose that the will is not free . Imagine man 

(1) See St . Tnomas Aquinas,5um. Thel . ~III .A3 . 
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being able to apprehend good , knovr wha,j is best for him, 

know what he ought to do, and yet be painiull aware of 

the fact that he is not free . If that were tmue, man 

would be without a doubt , the most miserable of crea- , _ 

tures . 

But on the other hand , suppose that there ezists an 

all-wise and all~merciful , as well as all-lovin God . 

And if there is a God, He must be infinite , and by His 

nature, He cannot create an intellectual being made to 

His image and likeness vri tnout that endowment vfli ch is 

ne cessary to complete his intellectual zmture . God could 

not distort His own ima e and create rational man with

out a free will , 

Determinists ostracise this argument com letely . To 

them science consists merely in recording and accumulat

ing facts , but to get at the real meaning of the word , 

is it ~½att,or does it inquire into causes? For this 

reason the a priori demonstration occu ies the highest 

place among the three proofs . 

Although all three proofs establish the doctrine 

of free will beyond all doubt , each proof has a peculiar 

value . The first emphacises free will as a experimental 

fact, the second as an indespensable basis of morality , 

the third as the necessary compliment of mans rational 

nature . 

Free will, according to so.:i.e adversaries , seems to 

be irreconciliable with God ' s foreknowled e . To them ~ 
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the fact that God knows all of our future acts , limits 

mans activity to certain actions. lf God knows what we 

will do then we can do that and nothing else . lf we wmll 

keep in mind that God forsees our future actions beca~se 

we perfprm them and not vice versa, the difficulty clar

ifies itself. we do not perform certain actions because 

God forsees t hem, rather it is because we are going to 

perfoum them that God knows them . In the performance of 

any act, w11ether free or otherwise, while we are per

f orming the act we cannot at the same time be not per

forming it . Thus we see a kind of necessity in every act 

of ours,, but this necessity follows and f:>Up:po!3es .. the ;:. ·'

the act, therefore in a free action, it follows and sup

poses free choice. 

This necessity does not in any way affect r :ree 

choice in fact the only necessmty that can is that 

which preceeds the act . From the infallible testimony 

of our consciousness we know that we are not governed 

in the act of our will, i . e . ,not all of them, but 

rather we are the maBters of our actions . HoT the 
neccesity which follows and supposes through choice 
is found in all our actions , free or otherwise ; hence 

supposing a free action is , has been , or will be 

l·t is in virtue of that supposition necessary performed, 

and can be the object of certain and infallible 

knowledge . Therefore God ' s foreknowledge of our future 

free actions , and the infalltbil:tj;y of this fore

knowledge does not in any way affect human liberty . 
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it becomes even more eviaent if we consider that 

God 's knowledge of our future free action is strictly 

speaking, not for knowledge . Since the knowledge of God 

is eternal and does not pass from foreknowledge into 

knowledge of the presentand from there into memory of 

the past . The past , present and future are equally open 

to God's vision. If therefore we keep in mind this 

eternity and unchangeableness cf God ' s vision, and the 

difference in the kinds of necessity, there will be no 

difficulty in reconciling man ' s freedom with the 

infallible knowledge of God . 
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